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UGM AGENDA
Time:
Date:
Location:

17:00
20th February 2018
Atrium
Agenda

1. Welcome
2. Minutes & Matters Arising
3. Reform Wayfinding
4. Preventing Prevent at SOAS and beyond
5. Support the UCU call for strike action over pension dispute
6. Emergency Motions

UGM MOTIONS – 20th February 2017
Title:
Proposer:
Seconder:

Reform Wayfinding
Isadore Auerbach George (634526@soas.ac.uk)
Swim Franklin (627989@soas.ac.uk)
This Union Notes:

1.1 That "wayfinding" is the process of navigating a physical space and the design that aids
in that.
1.2 That wayfinding is crucial to the accessibility of a space.
1.3 That ensuring wayfinding is effective for all members, regardless of disability or
language barriers, is the responsibility of an institution.
This Union Believes:
2.1 That current wayfinding measures at SOAS are insufficient in a number of ways.
2.2 That these insufficiences cause accessibility issues for a number of different groups.
2.3 That the union has a responsibility to lobby the school on behalf of its members to
reform and improve its wayfinding, and thus its accessibility.
This Union Resolves:
3.1 To lobby the school on behalf of its members to reform and improve its wayfinding.
3.2 To create a committee of concerned parties to oversee the process.
3.3 To gain necessary permissions to implement changes.
3.4 To commit to addressing wayfinding issues at SOAS after the initial issues put forward
by the committee have been resolved.
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Title:
Proposer:
Seconder:

Preventing Prevent at SOAS and beyond
Imran Jamal- 271155
Daryan Omer- 634536
This Union Notes:

1.1 The Students’ Union already has policy to oppose the Counterterrorism and Security Act
of 2015, as per the statement in Annex 1
ANNEX 1 - SU Statement on PREVENT and CTS Act
15/07/2015
SOAS Students’ Union strongly opposes the government's PREVENT strategy and its
statutory implementation through the Counter-Terrorism and Security (CTS) Act of 2015.
PREVENT is an ill-defined strategy, which demands that public bodies and institutions
identify those who may be drawn into “terrorism” because of their perceived “extremist
ideology” in order to be “de-radicalised.” Such definition would include those with “a need for
identity, meaning and belonging”, “a desire for political or moral change” and “relevant
mental health issues”. This demonises Muslim and BME students and victimises those with
mental health issues. We believe that it threatens academic freedom and undermines the
role of universities as institutions for critical and free thought.
This loose framework sets a dangerous precedent and encourages discriminatory treatment
and prejudicial judgements on the part of institutions towards their students. PREVENT’s
strategy creates an insecure environment for students and limits the space for debate, as
students feel monitored and under threat of surveillance. Within this context, we believe that
scholarship and political dissent will be classified as “extremism”, particularly in the cases of
Muslim and BME students.
The Students’ Union is committed to defending freedom of speech on campus and working
to create an environment in which ideas can freely be discussed, challenged and re-shaped,
as outlined in our Safe(r) Space(s) and Dignity at SOAS policies. The Students’ Union will
not comply with a government strategy which aims to monitor and control students and
student-life on campus, to hinder political debates & activity, and to demonise Muslim
students & stigmatise mental health issues.
We will continue to work with the School to lobby against PREVENT, to not comply with
CTS requirements as far as possible within the confines of the law. Where the University
does have to comply with this law, we hope that any changes to policies or procedures will
be decided with students and staff so that we can ensure that these do not discriminate
against Muslim students or create an unsafe or intimidating environment at SOAS.
We urge any students who feel concerned or affected by these issues to contact us or drop
in to the Union Office (G8).
This Union Believes:
2.1 The Prevent duty is toxic as it alienates certain communities and discriminates based on
students ethnicity, faith, nationality and/or culture. Black and Muslim students are subjected
to racial profiling and state-sponsored Islamophobia, which has no place in our universities
and colleges.
2.2 The Prevent duty seeks to depoliticise universities by policing academic freedom, again
through a highly racialised and politicised lens on determining what is ‘acceptable’ and what
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is not.
2.3 The Prevent duty is already reshaping academic institutions across the country by
curtailing academic freedoms and normalising a culture of suspicion.
This Union Resolves:
3.1 To pursue a policy to boycott the Prevent Duty and its implementation at SOAS
3.2 To fight for students rights to freedom of speech and academic freedom inside the
classroom and beyond
3.3 For SOAS to make CLEAR if, when, and how they have complied with PREVENT duty
3.4 To institute a Preventing Prevent working group that is mandated with challenging the
School’s compliance with the Prevent duty with membership from the Student’s Union
executive and other interested parties
3.5 To renew the SU’s mandate to defend academic expression, freedom of expression,
freedom from discrimination and freedom to organise on campus without being policed by
SOAS and the UK government through its racist and Islamaphobic Prevent agenda

Title:
Proposer:
Seconder:

Support the UCU call for strike action over pension dispute
Tiffany Johnson 655824
Nima Mudey 612607
This Union Notes:

1.1 That Universities UK, which represents 68 University employers, said it would stop
offering staff traditional “defined benefit” pensions, which offer a certainty of income in
retirement;
1.2 That Universities UK has put out a proposal to shift staff into a riskier, less generous
“defined contribution” plan, which offers no assured pension;
1.3 That the SOAS Director sits on the Universities UK Board, which is the “decision-making
body” of Universities UK, focussing “on UK-wide issues and those issues in the constituent
nations of the UK that have UK-wide implications or interest”;
1.4 That SOAS, being represented on the Universities UK Board is in an instrumental and
powerful position to influence Universities UK proposals and decisions;
1.5 That Universities and Colleges Union (UCU) represents a large number of academic
staff nationwide, and at SOAS;
1.6 That UCU ran a campaign to encourage young, career-starting academics, such as PhD
students, to join the Union in 2017;
1.7 That many UCU members who are in the early stages of their career are also members
of the Students’ Union, and have been at the forefront of the anti-casualisation campaign at
SOAS, Fractionals For Fair Play;
1.8 That UCU members returned a successful ballot for strike action at SOAS and across 61
UK Universities over the pension dispute;
1.9 That UCU has declared national strike days on Thursday 22nd February, Friday 23rd
February, Monday 26th February, Tuesday 27th February, Wednesday 28th February,
Monday 5th March, Tuesday 6th March, Wednesday 7th March, Thursday 8th March,
Monday 12th March, Tuesday 13th March, Wednesday 14th March, Thursday 15th March &
Friday 16th March.
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This Union Believes:
2.1 That the UCU’s campaign to encourage young academics to join the Union, by making
Union membership free for those on teaching contracts in FE colleges and HE institutions, is
an important campaign for aspiring academics and in the fight against casualisation;
2.2 That supporting academics on precarious contracts is an important campaign in the fight
against racialised and gendered exploitation in universities, which are mirrored in issues that
campaigns such as ‘Decolonising SOAS’ and ‘Why is my Curriculum White’ seek to
challenge;
2.3 That the pension changes proposed by Universities UK severely threaten the existence
of a pension system in Higher Education, and constitute a further attack on academics,
following the expansion of casualisation across the sector;
2.4 That the uncertainty and precarity proposed by Universities UK are counterproductive in
creating a Higher Education system which has University staff respected and treated with
dignity and respect;
2.5 That a defined benefit pension fund is one of the last remaining forms of job security for
early career academics and those who have worked on fixed-term, casual, or part-time
contracts for most of their careers;
2.6 That this attack on the USS pension scheme puts in jeopardy other HE pension
schemes, such as SAUL which is also offered by SOAS, despite being fully funded;
2.7 That strike action, locally and nationwide, is one of the key mechanisms to resist
changes and protect the current defined benefit pension system across Higher Education;
2.8 That winning this battle over pensions will give confidence to young academics, students
and society more widely that we can shape our futures if we come together and take action
against privatisation and commercialisation of our education and of the welfare state;
This Union Resolves:
3.1 To lobby SOAS Director, as member of the UUK Board, to roll back proposals which
undermine the entire pension system and instead look into proposals to appeal for a state
bailout of the pension system;
3.2 To gain assurances from SOAS Senior Management Team that no student will be
adversely impacted by the strike when it comes to graduation and continuation in their
studies;
3.3 To keep students informed about the negotiations and how students can take action to
influence these negotiations to a fair resolution, for UCU members;
3.4 To have the SOAS Students’ Union to coordinate a student solidarity presence on UCU
official picket lines at SOAS and at UCU-called protests;
3.5 To respect the picket line by closing down the Students’ Union on official UCU strike
days and encourage students to not come into SOAS premises on official strike days;
3.6 To develop, in coordination with SOAS UCU, Unison and others, any other forms of
solidarity action that students can take, including providing student support at the picket line.
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